
As drawn by George Gamow in his 1,2,3…Infinity

Outdoing Maxwell’s Demon:

Taming Molecular Wildness



If baseball had to be played like chemistry…



A crossed molecular beam scattering 
experiment, as pictured by a Canadian
cartoonist.



Molecular Dynamics of Chemical Reactions

-Vividly anticipated !

The atoms move in the void and 

catching each other up jostle together, 

and some recoil in any direction 

that may chance, and others become

entangled with one another in various degrees

according to the symmetry of their shapes

and sizes and positions and order, 

and they remain together and thus 

the coming into being of composite things 

is effected.

-Simplicius (6th Century AD)





Otto Stern and his mentor





Effusive vs Supersonic Molecular Beams

Benefits of Supersonic Beams
High intensity
Narrow angular spread
Narrow velocity distribution
Low rotational temperature
Low vibrational temperature

& with “Seeding”
Translational acceleration 
Rotational alignment

Chemical synthesis is liberated from entropic free 
energy (T∆S), so can produce clusters and molecules
via nonequilibrium pathways: e.g. Hen, C60, …



From Introductory Lecture, Faraday Discussion 55, ‘73



Energy Conservation in Reactive Collisions

E = initial relative translational energy of reactants

E’ = final relative translational energy of products

W & W’  = internal excitation (rotational, vibrational,
or electronic) of reactants & products

∆D0 =  difference in dissociation energy of the
product and reactant bonds (measured from
the zero-point vibrational levels)



Angular Momentum in Collisions

(a) L = orbital angular momentum of collision partners,
always perpendicular to V, the relative velocity
with uniform azimuthal distribution 

J = rotational angular momentum of one partner (or
sum of that for both)

(b) “Lawn-sprinkler” distribution of products if only
orbital angular momentum is present and the 
collision complex rotates many times before
the products emerge.  Note: azimuthal average
about V will fan out equatorial emissions but 
accumulate polar emissions, giving 1/sinθ result





Kissing Cousins: K + CH3I & H + Cl2



Angle-Velocity Maps for H + X2 Reactions
and Repulsive Energy Release 





Angular distributions of products for the 
statistical complex model, for a prolate complex
(solid curves) or oblate complex (dashed curves).

The index numbers give ratio of maximum 
reactant orbital angular momentum to average 
value of its projection on product relative 
velocity vector as complex dissociates.   



Rxn’s Involving Persistent Collision Complexes 





Orienting Molecules in Pendular States

Gymnastic analogy for the method.  Ordinarily, 
molecules are pinwheeling, with rotational velocity
of 100s of meters/sec.   In beams formed by 
supersonic expansion, can cool rotation to effective
temperature of the order of one degree Kelvin, 
thereby slowing rotation so much that interaction
with an external electric field can restrain the 
rotation, converting it to pendular librations about
the field direction.  



Simulating pendular  oscillation of or iented molecules
with Bretislav Fr iedr ich and doubtful youngster







The Sultan’s Archers

Could not control exactly where the arrows hit

Due to imperfect control of aiming……

Same happens in molecular collisions

Due to imperfect control of initial conditions

But – can find out where the arrow hit !

Even can do it for molecular collisions !



Vector Correlations

Three vector correlation among initial and final
relative velocity vectors, k and k’, and product
rotational angular momentum vector, j’.  

Lower pair of diagrams indicate how the k,k’,j’
correlation can give information about the 
dihedral angle φ, in effect undoing the 
azimuthal averaging about the initial velocity.



Poster  in San Francisco Subway
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